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Abstract
What happenswhen one of the parameters governing the dynamics of a long-range interacting system
of particles in thermal equilibrium is abruptly changed (quenched) to a different value?While a short-
range system, under the same conditions, will relax in time to a new thermal equilibriumwith a
uniform temperature across the system, a long-range system shows a fast relaxation to a non-
equilibrium quasistationary state (QSS). The lifetime of such an off-equilibrium state diverges with the
system size, and the temperature is non-uniform across the system.Quite surprisingly, the density
profile in theQSS obtained after the quench is anticorrelatedwith the temperature profile in space,
thus exhibiting the phenomenon of temperature inversion: denser regions are colder than sparser ones.
We illustrate with extensivemolecular dynamics simulations the ubiquity of this scenario in a
prototypical long-range interacting system subject to a variety of quenching protocols, and in amodel
thatmimics an experimental setup of atoms interacting with light in an optical cavity.We further
demonstrate how a procedure of iterative quenching combinedwithfiltering out the high-energy
particles in the systemmay be employed to cool the system. Temperature inversion is observed in
nature in some astrophysical settings; our results imply that such a phenomenon should be observable,
and could even be exploitable to advantage, also in controlled laboratory experiments.
1. Introduction
Long-range-interacting systems abound in nature [1–3]. Interactions are called long-rangewhen the pair
potential energy decays asymptotically with the interparticle distance r as a-r , with a  d0 in d spatial
dimensions, as it happens for instance inCoulomb and gravitational interactions. One striking feature ofmany-
particle long-range interacting systems is that they are typically found in states that are out of thermodynamic
equilibrium. This is at variance with systemswith short-range interactions. Non-equilibrium states in short-
range systems require an enduring external forcing in order to counteract the ‘collisional’ effects thatmake the
system relax towards a thermal equilibrium state.On the contrary, an isolated long-range interacting system
evolvingwhile starting far from equilibriumwill remain stuck in an out-of-equilibrium state for very long times.
Such times growwith the numberN of degrees of freedom, so that theymay become larger than any
experimentally accessible timescale. For instance, the time needed for a galaxy to reach an ‘equilibrium’ state5 is
estimated to be several orders ofmagnitude larger than the age of the universe [4, 5]. This property is universal,
in the sense that it is shared by all systemswith long-range interactions, regardless of the details of the interaction
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For non-confined self-gravitating systemswith afinitemass, the ‘true’ thermodynamic equilibrium statewhere the velocities obey a
Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution is never reached; this estimate refers to the time needed to reach a statewhere thememory of the initial
condition has been completely lost [4, 5].
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potential6. It is understood as a consequence of the fact that the kinetic equation governing the evolution of the
single-particle distribution function ( )f tq p, , , where q and p are the canonically conjugated positions and
momenta, respectively, is theVlasov equation (often referred to as the collisionless Boltzmann equation,mainly
in the astrophysical literature), up to a timescale tcollwhen collisional effects can no longer be neglected, with
tcoll divergingwithN [1, 3]. Such an equation has infinitelymany stationary solutions: among these, the stable
ones are identifiedwith the observed non-equilibrium states, often referred to as quasi-stationary states (QSSs),
and the thermal equilibrium state is just one out of infinitelymany.
The overall qualitative picture of the dynamical evolution of an isolated long-range system starting far from
thermal equilibrium is the following: after a transient (referred to as violent relaxation after Lynden-Bell [6])
whose lifetime does not depend onN, the system sets into aQSS and stays there for a time of the order of tcoll. For
times t>t coll, when theVlasov description no longer applies, theQSS is no longer stationary, and the system
eventually evolves to a thermal equilibrium state. TheQSS the system relaxes to after the violent relaxation
depends on the initial conditions, and no general theory is available yet to predict it. A completely general
statistical approachwas proposed by Lynden-Bell [6], but it rests on the hypothesis of completemixing of the
Vlasov dynamics that only rarely holds, hence, gives reasonably accurate predictions only in very particular cases
[3, 7]. Othermethods have been proposed since then, which give good predictions for simplemodels only for
special classes of initial conditions, namely, for single-level initial distributions (the so-called ‘water-bag’
distributions) [3, 7] orwhen the relaxation towards theQSS is nearly adiabatic [7–10].
Although predicting the full distribution function in aQSS resulting from a generic initial condition is a
formidable task, especially for spatially inhomogeneousQSSswhose stability properties are particularly difficult
to analyze, onemay askwhether theQSSs that are reached in certain situations do share some common features.
One of the hallmarks of thermal equilibrium is a uniform temperature throughout the system, hence, also in
inhomogeneous equilibrium states, the temperature will be constant. Conversely, in a non-equilibrium state,
the temperaturemaywell be non-uniform.Hence, onemay askwhether some properties of the temperature
profile in aQSS share a certain degree of universality. A physically relevant case is that of a systemprepared in a
(spatially inhomogeneous) thermal equilibrium state and then brought out of equilibriumbymeans of a (non-
small) sudden perturbation, acting for a very short time. As shown in recent papers [11, 12], in this case, the
typical outcome is somewhat surprising and counterintuitive, and is referred to as temperature inversion. The
latter effect implies that the density and temperature profiles are anticorrelated: sparser regions of the system are
hotter than denser ones. Temperature inversions are observed in nature in astrophysical settings, themost
famous example being the solar corona, where the temperature grows from thousands tomillions of Kelvin
while going from the photosphere to the sparser external regions of the corona [13]. Other examples of
temperature inversions have been observed, for instance, inmolecular clouds [14]. As argued in [11, 12, 15],
temperature inversion should not be a peculiarity of systems in extreme conditions, as astrophysical systems
typically are, but should rather be a generic property of long-range interacting systems relaxing to aQSS after
having been brought out of (spatially inhomogeneous) thermal equilibriumby a perturbation. In [11],
temperature inversionwas observed as a result of perturbations of a thermal state of a prototypicalmodel with
long-range interactions, theHamiltonianmean-field (HMF)model [16], and of a two-dimensional self-
gravitating system. Temperature inversion in the latter system is thoroughly investigated in [17] in connection
withfilamentary structures in galacticmolecular clouds. Partial temperature inversions were also observed in
QSSs of two-dimensional self-gravitating systemswhose initial conditionswere of thewater-bag type [18]. In
one-dimensional self-gravitating systems, temperature inversions inQSSswere observed, which gradually
disappear during the slow relaxation of the system from theQSS to thermal equilibrium [19]. Temperature
inversionwas recently demonstrated to occur in the non-equilibrium stationary state of a class ofmean-field
systems involving rotators subject to quenched disordered external drive and dissipation [20]. A physical picture
of the origin of temperature inversion in a generic long-range interacting system, based on the interplay between
amechanismoriginally proposed to explain the temperature profile in the solar corona (referred to as velocity
filtration [21–24]) and the interaction of the systemparticles with the time-dependentmeanfield, was also
suggested [11].
If the phenomenon of temperature inversion is somewhat universal in long-range interacting systems
abruptly brought out of thermal equilibrium, onemaywonderwhether it could be observed also in a controlled
laboratory experiment. In the present paper, we aim at taking a step forward towards a positive answer to this
question. First of all, usingmolecular dynamics (MD) simulations, we demonstrate that in theHMFmodel, in
the case of both attractive and repulsive attractions, temperature inversion is typically observedwhen the system
is brought out of thermal equilibriumbymeans of an abrupt change (fromnowon referred to as a quench) of a
parameter controlling the dynamics of the system, like a coupling constant or an external field. To this end, we
6
This is true provided there are only long-range interactions; this property does not hold for systemswithmixed long- and short-range
interactions.
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employ a variety of different quench protocols. Our studies are relevant to experiments because quench
protocols can be performedwith experimental setups, especially in systems of (cold) atoms;moreover, anHMF
model with repulsive interactions and an external confining field can be seen as a toymodel of trapped ions,
while anHMFmodel with attractive interactions does sharemany features with atoms interacting with light in a
cavity.We then elaborate on this point by demonstrating that at least one of the considered quench protocols
can be applied to anothermodel, whichmimicsmore closely an experimental setup of atoms interacting with a
standing electromagnetic wave in an optical cavity [25–27], again yielding temperature inversion. It is worth
noting that the quenching protocol applicable to the lattermodel does correspond to changing a parameter that
can be actually tuned in an experiment, that is, the intensity of an external laser pump.We also give evidence that
the physical picture proposed in [11] does apply to temperature inversions produced by quenches. Finally, we
show that an iterative quenching protocol, combinedwith filtering out the high-energy particles localized in the
sparser external regions, can be used to cool the system.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we introduce theHMFmodel, and study the temperature
inversion produced by quenching the externalfield in the case of repulsive interactions (section 2.1.1) aswell as
that produced in the casewith attractive interactions by quenching the external field (section 2.2.1) and the
coupling constant (section 2.2.2). In section 3, we discuss amodel of atoms interacting with light in an optical
cavity, with emphasis on the dissipationless limit (section 3.1).We then report on temperature inversion as
observed in the latter system after quenching the coupling constant (section 3.1.1), and discuss its possible
observation in a laboratory experiment (section 3.1.2). Section 4 is devoted to demonstrating that an iterative
application of the previously considered quenching protocols can cool the systems. Finally, conclusions are
drawn and open issues are discussed in section 5.
2. Temperature inversion in theHMFmodel
The prototypicalmodel of long-range interacting systems that we shall consider in this paper is the so-called
HMFmodel [16]. Themodel comprises a systemofN globally coupled point particles of unitmassmoving on a
circle. TheHamiltonian of the system, in presence of an externalfield of strength h, is given by
å å åJ J J= + - - -
= = =
[ ( )] ( )H
p J
N
h
2 2
1 cos cos . 1
i
N
i
i j
N
i j
i
N
i
1
2
, 1 1
Here, J p pÎ -[ ],i is the angular coordinate of the ith particle = ¼( )i N1, 2, , on the circle, while pi is the
conjugatedmomentum, see figure 1(a). The coupling constant J can be either positive or negative, defining
respectively the ferromagnetic (F) and the antiferromagnetic (AF) version of themodel. The reason for the use of
terms borrowed from the physics ofmagnetic systems is that theHMFmodel can also be seen as a systemof
planar (XY) spins withmean-field couplings (that is, defined on a complete graphwith links of the same
strength). For h=0, therefore, theHamiltonian (1) isO(2)-invariant. Ferromagnetic (respectively, antiferro-
magnetic) interactions in themagnetic picture correspond to attractive (respectively, repulsive) interactions in
Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagramof theHamiltonianmean-field (HMF)model; the ith particle is characterized by the angular
coordinate Ji and conjugatemomentum pi. (b)Equilibriumphase diagramof the F-HMFmodel in the absence of the external field h:
as a function of the energy density ε, a continuous transition between amagnetized ( ¹m 0eq ) and a non-magnetized ( =m 0eq ) state
occurs at the critical value e = J3 4c .
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the particle interpretation. The time evolution of the system is governed by theHamilton equations derived
from theHamiltonian (1):
J
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where J Jº å =( ) ( ) ( )m m N, 1 cos , sinx y iN i i1 are the components of themagnetization vector º ( )m mm ,x y ,
whosemagnitude º +m m mx y2 2 measures the amount of clustering of particles on the circle. A
uniform (respectively, non-uniform) distribution of particles on the circle implies the valuem=0
(respectively, ¹m 0).
Let us denote by J( )f p t, , the time-dependent single-particle distribution function, which is the
probability density to have a particle with angular coordinateϑ andmomentum p at time t. In thermal
equilibrium7 at temperatureT, the distribution has the form [3]
J J J Jµ - - + -( ) ( ) ( )⎧⎨⎩
⎡
⎣⎢
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2
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2
eq eq
where the equilibriummagnetization components are obtained self-consistently as ò Jº( )m m p, d dx yeq eq
J J J( ) ( )f pcos , sin ,eq . In equation (3), we have set the Boltzmann constant to unity, as we shall do throughout
the paper. In the special case =m 0yeq , that is, for distribution of particles symmetric around J = 0 that we shall
focus on in the following, the self-consistent relation for themagnetizationmay bewritten as [1, 3]
b
b=
+
+
[ ( )]
[ ( )]
( )m I Jm h
I Jm h
, 4eq
1 eq
0 eq
where bº = -m m T,xeq eq 1, and In(x) denotes themodified Bessel function of order n. For ¹h 0, the system in
thermal equilibrium is characterized by an inhomogeneous distribution of particles on the circle, with clustering
around J = 0. In the AF case, a non-zero externalfield is necessary to have an inhomogeneous thermal state,
while in the F case, a clustered equilibrium state is attained evenwith h=0, via a spontaneous breaking of the
O(2) symmetry by the attractive interaction between the particles, provided the total energy density is smaller
than a critical value e º J3 4c , see figure 1(b); the corresponding critical temperature is ºT J 2c [1, 3]. The
F-HMF systemwith h=0 in fact shows a continuous phase transition as a function of temperature, withmeq
decreasing continuously fromunity atT=0 to zero at =T Tc, while remaining zero at higher
temperatures [1, 3].
Let us note that theHamiltonian (1) can be obtained by taking any long-range interacting system, restricting
to one spatial dimension, expanding the potential energy in a Fourier series, and retaining just the first Fourier
mode [7, 11]. TheAF-HMFmodel can be seen to represent a one-component Coulomb system,while the
F-HMF is a simplified description of a self-gravitating system. As anticipated in the Introduction, and aswe shall
see further in section 3, the F-HMFmodel turns out to be very closely related to a different system, i.e., a system
of atoms in an optical cavity.
2.1. The antiferromagnetic case
Let us nowdiscuss howquenching one of the parameters of theHamiltonian (1)when the system is in an
inhomogeneous thermal equilibrium state produces a non-equilibrium state exhibiting temperature inversion.
To start with, we consider the AF casewith ¹h 0.
2.1.1. Quenching the external field
Weconsider =N 106 particles and prepare the system in an inhomogeneous equilibrium state ( ¹m 0eq ) at an
initial value of the field h=15 and temperatureT=5, by sampling independently for every particle the
coordinateϑ and themomentum p from the distribution (3).We take the coupling to be = -J 1. In such a state,
while the local density J( )n , defined as
òJ Jº( ) ( ) ( )n p f p td , , , 5
7
Despite long-range interactions implying a non-additiveHamiltonian, in theHMFmodel in the thermodynamic limit, canonical and
microcanonical ensembles are equivalent for any temperature and energy density, so that one can speak of thermal equilibriumwithout
specifying if it is a canonical or amicrocanonical equilibrium [1, 3].
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is non-uniform, corresponding to amagnetization »m 0.797eq , the local temperature, defined as
òJ JJº( )
( )
( )
( )T
p p f p t
n
d , ,
, 6
2
is nevertheless uniform as a function ofϑ.We study the time evolution of the system starting from this
equilibrium state by performing aMD simulation that involves integrating8 the equations ofmotion (2). At
t=100, we instantaneously quench thefield to h=10. Soon after the quench, themagnetization of the system
starts oscillating; the oscillations damp out in time, and eventually the system relaxes to aQSSwith <m mQSS eq
at the new value of thefield. The latter fact is expected since the value of h is smaller than in the initial state. The
time evolution of themagnetization for a timewindow around the time of the quench is shown infigure 2. For
times larger than those shown infigure 2, themagnetization stays essentially constant with extremely small
fluctuations, signaling that the systemhas relaxed to aQSS. The density and temperature profiles as a function of
ϑ in theQSS are plotted infigure 3. It is apparent that J( )n and J( )T are anticorrelated. The system exhibits a
clear temperature inversion: denser regions are colder than sparser ones.We note that the average temperature
Figure 2.AF-HMFmodel in presence of an externalfield. Time evolution of themagnetizationm: startingwith thermal equilibrium
(3) at temperatureT=5 andfield h=15, thefield strength is instantaneously quenched at t=100 to h=10. The number of
particles is =N 106, and the coupling constant is = -J 1.
Figure 3.Temperature inversion in theAF-HMFmodel after a quench of the externalfield. Local density n (red dotted–dashed line)
and local temperatureT (blue solid line)measured at =t 103 in theQSS obtained under the same conditions as for figure 2.
8
In all theMD simulations reported in this paper, we used a fourth-order symplectic algorithm [28], with time step d =t 0.1. This ensured
energy conservation up to a relative fluctuation of 10−7.
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ò J J Já ñ º ( ) ( ) ( )T T nd 7
has the value á ñ »T 4 in theQSS, lower than the initial valueT=5.We shall come back to this point in
section 4.
Apart from the reduction of the average temperature, these results are qualitatively very similar to those
obtained in [11] for a ferromagnetic HMFmodel. In that work, however, the simulation protocol was different,
because the systemwas initiated in equilibriumwith h=0 and then an externalfieldwas applied for a very short
time. In [11], a physical picturewas put forward to explain the emergence of temperature inversion, andwe
argue that it applies also in the present case (and, as we shall discuss below, to all the cases discussed in the present
paper).Without entering into details, let us recall themain points of this explanation. After the quench (or the
perturbation), a collective oscillation (i.e., a wave) sets in, as witnessed by the time evolution of the
magnetization (figure 2). The oscillation damps out in time, but the system is conservative with no dissipative
mechanismbeing present. Hence, the energy lost by thewavemust be acquired by some of the particles. This
may happen via Landau damping9, an ubiquitous phenomenon in systemswith long-range interactions:
particles whose velocity is not too far from the phase velocity vph of thewave interact strongly with thewave
itself. The net result is that the nearly resonant particles gain kinetic energy from thewave, so that the
momentumdistribution ò J Jº( ) ( )f p f pd , develops small peaks or shoulders and becomes different from a
thermal distribution. In particular, close to the resonances, there will be suprathermal regions, i.e., regions
where f (p) is larger than the initial thermal distribution.Now, themechanismof velocity filtration comes into
play as follows. The density J( )n ismaximumat J = 0 and decreases for larger and smallerϑʼs, reaching its
minimumaround J p=  . The net effect of the interaction between the particles and the external field is to
create an effective force field pushing the particles towards J = 0, so that the particles have to climb the
potential energy well to reach the sparser regions of the system; particles with larger kinetic energies will do that
more easily than ‘colder’ particles, and any suprathermal region present in the velocity distributionwill be
magnified in regionswhere the particle density is lower. This is precisely what happens in our case, as shown in
figure 4, where the velocity distribution functionmeasured at a positionwhere the particle density n is
minimum, J p=( )f p, , see panel (a), is plotted together with the same functionmeasured at the position of
maximumdensity, J =( )f p0, , see panel (b).Magnified suprathermal regions in J p=( )f p, are apparent,
and are responsible for the fact that the variance of the velocity distribution is here larger than in the denser
regions of the system.
We performed other numerical experiments with the same quench protocol by varying the initial
temperature and the difference between the initial and final values of thefield h, and obtained qualitatively
similar results. Nofine-tuning of the parameters is necessary to observe temperature inversion.We repeated
some of the numerical experiments with =N 107 particles, observing no differences with respect to the
=N 106 case.
In principle, one can quench also the coupling constant J, while keeping the field hfixed.However, as stated
before, as far as laboratory systems are concerned, theAF-HMF system can be seen as a toymodel of a systemof
Figure 4.Momentumdistribution of the AF-HMFmodelmeasured at =t 103 in theQSS obtained under the same conditions as for
figure 2. (a)The distribution at J p= at which the density isminimum. (b)The distribution at J = 0 at which the density is
maximum.
9
The theory of Landau damping is completely understood for homogeneous states and small perturbations [29, 30]; its extension to
inhomogeneous states still hasmany open issues [31, 32]. However, the basic physicalmechanismworks in any situationwhere particles
interact with a collective excitation in the system.
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equal electric charges in a confining field, i.e., ions in a trap. In trapped ions, quenching h corresponds to
quenching the strength of the confining trap, which in principle is an experimentally feasible protocol.
Conversely, quenching J is equivalent to quenching the charge of the ions, which does not seem very physical, so
thatwe do not study this kind of quench protocol for the AF case.
2.2. The ferromagnetic case
Let us now turn to the ferromagnetic (F-HMF) case, that is, >J 0.Without loss of generality, we take the
coupling to be J=1.
2.2.1. Quenching the external field
We repeat for the F-HMF system the numerical experiment we performedwith the AF system.We prepare the
systemof =N 106 particles in inhomogeneous thermal equilibrium at temperatureT=5 andwith afield
h=15, now corresponding to »m 0.821eq , and evolve the systemup to t=100, whenwe quench the external
field to h=10. As in the AF case, themagnetization starts oscillating (figure 5), the oscillation damps out in
time, and the system settles in aQSSwith temperature inversion (figure 6).
Figures 5 and 6 are very similar to the corresponding ones for the AF system, that is,figures 2 and 3,
respectively. The same is true for themomentumdistributions, shown infigure 7, which is strikingly similar to
figure 4.Hence, also in this case, the physical picture based onwave-particle interaction and velocity filtration
Figure 5. F-HMFmodel in presence of an external field. Time evolution of themagnetizationm: startingwith thermal equilibrium (3)
at temperatureT=5 andfield h=15, thefield is instantaneously quenched at t=100 to h=10. The number of particles is
=N 106, and the coupling constant is J=1.
Figure 6.Temperature inversion in the F-HMFmodel after a quench of the external field. Local density n (red dotted–dashed line) and
local temperatureT (blue solid line)measured at =t 103 in theQSS obtained under the same conditions as for figure 5.
7
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applies. Consistent with our physical picture, the sign of the interactions is irrelevant forfield quenches, as long
as thefield is sufficiently strong to produce the dominant effects of shaping the density profile J( )n and
providing the effective potential well that filters the velocities of the particles, thereby producing temperature
inversion. Again, we repeated our numerical experiments for different values of thefields, for different initial
temperatures and for systemswith =N 107, observing no qualitative differences.We note that similar to the AF
case, the average temperature in theQSS for the F case is smaller than the initial temperature, and one
has á ñ »T 4.
2.2.2. Quenching the coupling constant
Aswe have previously discussed, the F-HMFmodel admitsmagnetized (collapsed) thermal equilibrium states
also for h=0, provided <T J 2.Moreover, as we shall see in section 3, the F-HMFmodel also admits an
interpretation in terms of an atomic system, where the coupling constant J is tunable in an experiment.We thus
turn to analyze what happens if we prepare an F-HMF system in thermal equilibriumwith non-zero
magnetization and h=0, and then quench the coupling constant.We prepare the systemof =N 106 particles
in inhomogeneous thermal equilibrium at temperatureT=2 and coupling J=5, by sampling independently
for every particle the coordinateϑ and themomentum p from the distribution (3). As before, we evolve the
systemuntil t=100, whenwe instantaneously quench the coupling to J=4. As shown infigures 8–10, the
behavior of the system is similar to the case when the external field hwas quenched; although the effect is
quantitatively less dramatic, still there is a clear temperature inversion in theQSS, where the average
temperature has the value á ñ »T 1.75, lower than the initial value of 2. Note that in contrast to the case whenwe
Figure 7.Momentumdistribution of the F-HMFmodelmeasured at =t 103 in theQSS obtained under the same conditions as for
figure 5. (a)The distribution at J p= at which the density isminimum. (b)The distribution at J = 0 at which the density is
maximum.
Figure 8. F-HMFmodel without an external field. Time evolution of themagnetizationm: Startingwith thermal equilibrium (3) at
temperatureT=2 and coupling constant J=5, the coupling is instantaneously quenched at t=100 to J=4. The number of
particles is =N 106.
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quenched the strength of thefield, here the damping of the oscillations inm(t)with time is not quite complete
(see figure 8); indeed, oscillations are sustained also at long times, though the amplitude of oscillation is small
(∼0.005 at t= 500, compared to the amplitude∼0.1 subsequent to the quench). The physical picture based on
wave-particle interactions and velocity filtration holds also in this case.We performed other numerical
experiments with largerNʼs and different values of J and, as before, we can conclude that nofine tuning is needed
to produce temperature inversion bymeans of a quench protocol, acting on either h or on J.
Let us nowdiscuss how the F-HMFmodel is related to a systemof atoms interacting with a standing
electromagnetic wave in an optical cavity, and how a quench of the coupling constant could be performed in a
controlledway in a laboratory experiment.
3. Temperature inversion in a systemof atoms in an optical cavity
Atoms interacting with a single-mode standing electromagnetic wave due to light trapped in a high-finesse
optical cavity are subject to an interparticle interaction that is long-ranged owing tomultiple coherent scattering
of photons by the atoms into thewavemode [25–27]. The system serves as a unique platform to study long-range
interactions, and in particularmean-field interactions, under tunable experimental conditions. The typical
setup is sketched infigure 11, which also shows optical pumping by a transverse laser of intensity W2 to counter
the inevitable cavity losses quantified by the cavity linewidthκ (the lifetime of a photon in the cavity being k-1).
We follow [25–27], and refer the reader to theseworks and to references therein for all the technical details that
Figure 9.Temperature inversion in the F-HMFmodel after a quench of the coupling. Local density n (red dotted–dashed line) and
local temperatureT (blue solid line)measured at =t 103 in theQSS obtained under the same conditions as for figure 8.
Figure 10.Momentumdistribution of the F-HMFmodelmeasured at =t 103 in theQSS obtained under the same conditions as for
figure 8. (a)The distribution at J p= at which the density isminimum. (b)The distribution at J = 0 at which the density is
maximum.
9
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we skip here. Let us then consider a systemofN identical atoms ofmassm. As far as the interactions with the
electromagnetic field is concerned, each atommay be regarded as a two-level system, where the transition
frequency between the two levels is w0. If the atoms are confined in one dimension along the cavity axis (taken to
be the x-axis), and k is thewavenumber of the standingwave, the sumof the electric field amplitudes coherently
scattered by the atoms at time t depends on their instantaneous positions ¼x x, , N1 , and is proportional to the
quantity
åQ º
=
( ) ( )
N
kx
1
cos , 8
j
N
j
1
so that the cavity electric field at time t is µ Q( )E t Nn [25]. Here, n is themaximum intracavity-photon
number per atom, given by a kº W + D( )n N 2 2 2 c2 , with a º Dg a being the ratio between the cavity vacuum
Rabi frequency and the detuning w wD º -a L 0 between the laser and the atomic transition frequency, and
w wD º -Lc c being the detuning between the laser and the cavity-mode frequency. It is important to note that
n is tunable by controlling either the strength of the external laser pumpor the detuningDc. The quantityΘ
characterizes the amount of spatial ordering of atomswithin the cavitymode, withQ = 0 corresponding to
atoms being uniformly distributed and the resulting vanishing of the cavity field, and Q ¹∣ ∣ 0 implying spatial
ordering. In particular, Q =∣ ∣ 1corresponds to perfect ordering of atoms to formBragg gratings and the
resulting scattering of photons in phase, therebymaximizing the cavityfield, which in turn traps the atoms by
means ofmechanical forces. Note that thewave number k is related to the linear dimension L of the cavity
through p l=k 2 and l=L q , whereλ is thewavelength of the standingwave, and Î q .
The dynamics of the systemmay be conveniently studied by analyzing the time evolution of theN-atom
phase space distribution ¼ ¼( )f x x p p t, , , , , ,N N N1 1 at time t, with pjʼs denoting themomenta conjugate to the
positions xj. Treating the cavity field quantummechanically, and regarding the atoms as classically polarizable
particles with semiclassical center-of-mass dynamics, it was shown that the distribution fN evolves in time
according to the Fokker–Planck equation [25, 26]
¶ + = - G{ } ( )f f H n f, . 9t N N N
Here, the operator  describes the dissipative processes (damping and diffusion) that explicitly depend on the
positions andmomenta of the atoms10, and w k kG º D D +( )8 r c c2 2 , where w º ( )k m2r 2 is the recoil
frequency due to collision between an atomand a photon, and ÿ is the reduced Planck constant. The
HamiltonianH is given by [25, 26]
å= + D Q
=
( )H
p
m
N n
2
. 10
j
N
j
1
2
c
2
This semiclassical limit is valid under the condition ofκ being larger than wr , and theHamiltonianH describes
the conservative dynamical evolution of fN in the limit of vanishing cavity losses, or for times sufficiently small
such that dissipative effects are negligible. TheHamiltonian (10) contains the photon-mediated long-ranged
(mean-field) interaction between the atoms encoded in the quantityΘ. Note that the interaction is attractive
Figure 11.Atoms interactingwith a single-mode standing electromagnetic wave in a cavity of linewidthκ, and being driven by a
transverse laser with intensity W2.
10
We omit the explicit expression of  because it is not relevant in the context of the present paper; Itmay be found in [25, 26].
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(respectively, repulsive)whenDc is negative (respectively, positive). On time scales sufficiently long so that the
effect of the right-hand side of equation (9) is non-negligible, themean-field description of the dynamics is no
longer valid [25, 27].
3.1. The dissipationless limit and the connectionwith theHMFmodel
Let us now consider the case of effective attractive interactions between the atoms and the cavity field (D < 0c ),
and study the dynamics of the system in the limit inwhich the effect of the dissipation can be neglected, that is,
for sufficiently small times. In this limit, the dynamics of theN atoms is conservative and governed by the
HamiltonianH given by equation (10). The positions xj of the atoms enter theHamiltonian only as kxj, so that we
may define the phase variables
J pl= = ( )kx
x
2 , 11j j
j
for = ¼j N1, , . Now, the length L of the cavity is q times thewavelengthλ, with q an integer. Then, setting the
origin of the x-axis in the center of the cavity, we have l lÎ -[ ]x q q2, 2j , so that on using the periodicity of
the cosine function, we can take the phase variables Jj modulo q such that J p pÎ -[ ],j . Then, bymeasuring
lengths in units of the reciprocal wavenumber l p=- ( )k 21 of the cavity standingwave,masses in units of the
mass of the atomsm, and energies in units of D c, theHamiltonian can be rewritten in dimensionless form as
å= - QJ
=
( )
( )
p
nN
2
, 12
j
N
j
1
2
2
where, in terms of theϑ variables,Θ is now expressed as
å JQ =
=
( )
N
1
cos . 13
j
N
j
1
The J( )p jʼs in equation (12) are themomenta canonically conjugated to the Jj variables.
The similarity between the systemwithHamiltonian (12) and an F-HMFmodel, already noted in [25], is
nowwell apparent, since the expression of the interaction fieldΘ given in equation (13) coincides with the
expression of the x-component of themagnetization of theHMFmodel. Indeed, the equations ofmotion
derived from theHamiltonian (12) read
J
J
=
= - Q
J
J
( )
( ) ( )
⎧
⎨
⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
t
p
p
t
n
d
d
,
d
d
sin ,
14
j
j
j
j
for = ¼j N1, , . Equation (14) coincidewith equation (2) once h=0,Q = mx ,my=0 and =J n . Hence, the
dynamics of a systemof atoms interactingwith light in a cavity in the dissipationless limit is equivalent to that of
amodel that differs from the ferromagneticHMFmodel in zero field just for the fact that particles in the former
interact onlywith the x-component of themagnetization. Equivalently, the dynamics is equivalent to that of an
HMFmodel with ºm 0y . Thismeans that the thermal equilibriumdistribution for atoms in a cavity (still
assuming that dissipative effects can be neglected) is still given by equation (3), with h=0 andmy=0.
3.1.1. Quenching the coupling constant
In anHMFmodel in the thermodynamic limit  ¥N , the condition ºm 0y holds for all times if it holds at
t=0, that is, if the initial spatial distribution is symmetric around J = 0. In afinite system, even starting from a
symmetric distribution,mywill not stay exactly zero for all times, due tofluctuations induced by finite-size
effects, but will remain very small. Hence, the numerical experiment reported in section 2.2.2, whichwas
performedwhile starting froman equilibrium state with = =( )m t 0 0y , almost directly applies also to the
model of atoms in an optical cavity (with =J n), but for the fact that therewas a coupling of the particles to the
smallfluctuating y-component of themagnetization in the former that would be absent in the atom case. It is
reasonable to expect that this coupling has only a small effect, sinceN is very large ( =N 106). To check this, we
repeated the numerical experiment using the dynamics given by equation (14), that is, we prepared the system in
the same initial condition atT=2 and =n 5, then evolved the dynamics—nowusing equation (14)—until
t=100whenwe quenched the coupling to the new value =n 4. The results are shown infigures 12–14, that are
essentially indistinguishable fromfigures 8–10 of section 2.2.2. There is clear temperature inversion, the
momentumdistribution exhibits the same features as before, and the average temperature has the value
á ñ »T 1.76 in theQSS, lower than the initial value of 2.
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Figure 12.Atoms in a cavity in the dissipationless limit. Time evolution of themean fieldΘ: startingwith thermal equilibrium (3) at
temperatureT=2 and coupling constant =n 5, the coupling is instantaneously quenched at t=100 to =n 4. The number of
particles is =N 106.
Figure 13.Temperature inversion in a systemof atoms in a cavity after a quench of the coupling. Local density n (red dotted–dashed
line) and local temperatureT (blue solid line)measured at =t 103 in theQSS obtained under the same conditions as for figure 12.
Figure 14.Momentumdistribution of a systemof atoms in a cavitymeasured at =t 103 in theQSS obtained under the same
conditions as for figure 12. (a)The distribution at J p= at which the density isminimum. (b)The distribution at J = 0 at which the
density ismaximum.
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3.1.2. Fromnumerical to laboratory experiments?
What do the results we have shown suggest as regards the possibility of observing temperature inversion in a
laboratory experiment with atoms interactingwith light in an optical cavity? To answer this question, let us
consider the system and the values of the parameters that were already considered in [25] so that the
semiclassical approximation for the atomic dynamics holds.We thus consider a systemof 85Rb atoms, whose
mass is » ´ -m 1.4 10 25 kg; the atomic transition is theD2 line, with awavelength l = 780 nm0 . In terms of
g p= ´2 3 MHz, the half-width of theD2 line, the cavity linewidth is k g= 0.5 and the detuning is kD = -c .
The energy unit is thus D » - 10c 27 J. Preparing a systemof atoms in a thermal statewith a temperature of
order unity in these energy unitsmeans reaching temperatures of the order of 10−4 K, which can be achieved
with laser cooling techniques. Hence, the initial statewe have considered in our simulations can be prepared in a
laboratory, and, as already noted, n can be tuned in the rangewe considered (and even in amuchwider range, if
needed) so that also the quench of n is feasible. The crucial point is to understandwhether the dissipationless
limit corresponding to assuming aHamiltonian dynamics reasonably describes the dynamics of the atoms over
the timescale needed for the relaxation of the system to theQSSwith temperature inversion.With our choice of
energy, length andmass units, the time unit isfixed to
t lp= D »
- ( )

m
4
10 s, 150
2
2
c
6
this has to be comparedwith the timescale that rules the dissipative effects, t k= »- -10c 1 7 s. Luckily enough,
the simulations reported in [25, 26] show that the dissipative effects set in on a timescale that is of the order of
t¸( )10 104 6 c, while our simulations show that theQSSwith temperature inversion is reached after times of the
order of t¸( )10 102 3 c, so that there should be ample room formeasurements of temperature inversion before it
is destroyed by dissipation.
4. Iterative cooling via temperature inversion
Wehave already noted in all the cases considered above that the system (be it anHMFor an atomic system) is
colder in theQSSwith temperature inversion than it was in the initial thermal equilibrium state.Moreover, the
fact that theQSS has temperature inversionmeans that hotter particles reside in the external parts of the system,
where the density is smaller. This suggests that temperature inversion could be exploited tomake the system
even colder bymeans of an iterative protocol that goes as follows.We prepare the system in an inhomogeneous
thermal state at temperatureT symmetric about J = 0, perform a quench, and let the system relax to theQSS
with temperature inversion as before. Now,we filter out hotter particles, that is, all the particles that are located
at J J>∣ ∣ c, with a suitable choice of Jc: the resulting systemwill be close to isothermal at a temperature ¢ <T T .
We let the system relax for some time and then perform another quench. The system goes into anotherQSSwith
temperature inversion and average temperature  < ¢T T . The protocol can be iterated as long as it continues to
appreciably cool the system, or as long as there is room for another quench of the parameters.
We now show the results obtained by applying this iterative cooling protocol to the cases studied before.
4.1. Cooling the antiferromagneticHMFmodel
We start with the AF-HMFmodel. After performing the quench described in section 2.1.1, whereby starting in
equilibrium at = -J 1,T=5 and h=15, thefieldwas quenched to h=10, the system is in aQSSwith
temperature and density profiles shown infigure 3.Now,wefilter out the hotter (high-energy) particles, which
we choose to be thosewithϑʼs lying outside the interval -[ ]2, 2 . Subsequently, we instantaneously quench the
field from h=10 to h=5; the system eventually settles into aQSS, and the corresponding local density and
local temperature profiles are shown infigure 15(a). By furtherfiltering out the high-energy particles and
quenching instantaneously the field to h=1.0, the system goes to anotherQSSwhose density and temperature
profiles are reported infigure 15(b). The average temperature as a function of time for the full sequence of events
startingwith equilibrium atT=5 and h=15 is shown in figure 16. The system cools down from an initial
average temperature á ñ =T 5 to afinal value á ñ »T 2. Each small downward step in á ñ( )T t corresponds to
filtering out the high-energy particles, while each large downward step corresponds to settling of the system into
aQSSwith a lower temperature as a result of quenching of the field to a lower value. The percentage decrease in
the number of particles during filtering out the high-energy particles equals about 2.11%during the first stage of
filtration, and about 4.95%during the second stage.Not surprisingly, the cooling protocol becomes less efficient
at subsequent stages.
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4.2. Cooling the ferromagneticHMFmodel and atoms in a cavity
Wenow apply the same cooling protocol described above to the F-HMFmodel in an external field, while starting
from equilibrium at J=1,T=5 and h=15. The results are shown infigures 17 and 18. Again, we obtain a
cooling from an initial average temperature á ñ =T 5 to afinal value á ñ »T 2. The percentage decrease in the
number of particles during filtering out the high-energy particles equals about 1.24%during thefirst stage of
filtration, and equals about 3.16%during the second stage.We now turn to the case of a quench of the coupling
constant, still for the F-HMFmodel but nowwithout external field. The cooling protocol goes as before, butwe
can fruitfully performonly one stage offiltering instead of two.We start with the equilibrium state atT=2 and
J=5 that is quenched to J=4, yielding theQSSwhose density and temperature profiles are shown infigure 9.
We thenfilter out the hotter particles, in this case defined as thosewithϑʼs lying outside the interval -[ ]1, 1 .
Subsequently, we instantaneously quench the coupling to J=3. The density and temperature profile in the
resultingQSS are shown infigure 19, and the time evolution of the average temperature is reported infigure 20.
Under the full quenching protocol, the system cools down from an initial average temperature á ñ =T 2 to afinal
value á ñ »T 1.0. The percentage decrease in the number of particles duringfiltering out the high-energy
particles equals about 34.3%.
Finally, we apply exactly the same cooling protocol to the dynamics of atoms in a cavity, given by
equation (14). The results are shown infigures 21 and 22, and as expected are very close to that obtained for the
F-HMFmodel: the systemunder the quenching protocol cools down, from an initial average temperature
á ñ =T 2 to afinal value á ñ »T 1. The percentage decrease in the number of particles during filtering out the
high-energy particles equals about 34.5%.
Figure 15. Iterative cooling in theAF-HMFmodel in presence of an externalfield. (a) Local density n (red dashed–dotted line) and
local temperatureT (blue solid line) in theQSS after thefirstfiltering stage of the hot particles. (b) Local density n (red dashed–dotted
line) and local temperatureT (blue solid line) in theQSS after the second filtering stage.N and J values are the same as infigure 3.
Figure 16. Iterative cooling in theAF-HMFmodel in presence of an externalfield. Average temperature á ñT as a function of time for
the full cooling protocol.N and J values are the same as infigure 3.
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Figure 17. Iterative cooling in the F-HMFmodel in presence of an external field. (a) Local density n (red dashed–dotted line) and local
temperatureT (blue solid line) in theQSS after thefirstfiltering stage of the hot particles. (b) Local density n (red dashed–dotted line)
and local temperatureT (blue solid line) in theQSS after the second filtering stage.N and J values are the same as infigure 6.
Figure 18. Iterative cooling in the F-HMFmodel in presence of an external field. Average temperature á ñT as a function of time for the
full cooling protocol.N and J values are the same as infigure 6.
Figure 19. Iterative cooling in the F-HMFmodel without external field: local density n (red dashed–dotted line) and local temperature
T (blue solid line) in theQSS after the filtering stage of the hot particles.N value is the same as infigure 9.
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Figure 20. Iterative cooling in the F-HMFmodel without an external field. Average temperature á ñT as a function of time for the full
cooling protocol.N value is the same as in figure 9.
Figure 21. Iterative cooling of atoms in a cavity: local density n (red dashed–dotted line) and local temperatureT (blue solid line) in the
QSS after thefiltering stage of the hot particles. The value ofN is the same as infigure 13.
Figure 22. Iterative cooling of atoms in a cavity: average temperature á ñT as a function of time for the full cooling protocol.N value is
the same as infigure 13.
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Although the cooling protocol does not yield dramatic results, especially in the last two considered cases, still
it seems able to (at least) decrease the temperature of a systemby a factor of two.Moreover, it opens up the
possibility of a different way of cooling a systemwith respect to the nowadays commonly used ones.
5. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have demonstrated thatQSSs that an isolated long-range interacting system relaxes towhen
starting from a spatially inhomogeneous thermal equilibrium and subsequently subject to a quench of one of the
parameters of theHamiltonian generically exhibit the phenomenon of temperature inversion. UsingMD
simulations of a prototypicalmodel, theHMFmodel, we have shown that different quench protocols lead to
temperature inversion, in presence and in absence of an externalfield, andwith both attractive and repulsive
interactions: nofine-tuning is necessary in any of the cases. This lends further support to the claimmade in
[11, 15] that, rather than a peculiarity of some astrophysical systems, temperature inversion should be a
‘universal’ feature of non-equilibriumQSSs resulting fromperturbations of spatially inhomogeneous thermal
equilibrium.Moreover, our analysis of themomentumdistribution functions supports the interpretation put
forward in [11] that temperature inversion arises due to an interplay betweenwave-particle interaction (the role
of thewave being played by the oscillation of themeanfield induced by the perturbation or the quench) and
velocityfiltration. The latter is amechanism proposed by Scudder [21–23] to explain the temperature profile of
the solar corona, and basically amounts to the statement that a suprathermal velocity distribution becomes
broaderwhen climbing a potential well.
The fact that quench protocols are able to produce temperature inversions is of particular relevance in view
of observing this phenomenon in controlled laboratory experiments. Exploiting the close connection between
theHMFmodel and amodel describing the dynamics of a systemof atoms interacting with light in an optical
cavity, as noted in [25], we have argued that a quench of the external laser pump should be able to produce aQSS
with temperature inversion in a systemof, say, rubidium atoms in a cavity that is initially in thermal equilibrium
at temperatures reachable by laser cooling. Such aQSS should survive for quite a long time before being
destroyed by dissipative effects. The latter claim ismade on the assumption that the timescales of dissipation are
the same as those observed in [25, 26]. Similar to our study, these works also considered a quench of the coupling
constant, but fromdifferent initial states and to different final states, and thismay affect the dissipation
timescales. However, results in [26] seem to indicate that dissipation is inhibited in spatially inhomogeneous
states, and this would be an advantage for a quench experiment like those suggested here. An interesting follow-
up of the present work, in view of a detailed study of the feasibility of an experiment, would surely be to use the
techniques of [25, 26] to study the evolution after quenches like the ones described here under a dynamics that
fully takes into account the dissipative effects. Another interesting system to study in view of a possible
experiment to detect temperature inversionwould be a systemof trapped ions, whichmay be related to the
antiferromagneticHMFmodel.Work is in progress along this direction [33].
Finally, we have shown that temperature inversionmay be exploited to cool the system. The cooling protocol
is of iterative type, and takes advantage of the fact that in states with temperature inversion hotter particles are
spatially separated from colder ones, so that they can befiltered out. Let us sign off by saying that temperature
inversion is one ofmany fascinating features of the non-equilibrium states of long-range interacting systems that
are yet to be unveiled.
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